Request for Reconsideration of Library Material

Date: __________________

Location of Material:

Columbus ___  Hope ___  Bookmobile ___  Online Content ___

Format of material:

Book___  Audio___  Movie/TV___  Magazine___  Graphic Novel___  Other___

Title: ____________________________  Author: ____________________________

Briefly describe your concerns:

Have you read/watched/listened to the entire work? __________________________

Do you feel there is any value to the material? __________________________

How do you suggest the library deal with the material?

Your name: ____________________________

Do you live in Bartholomew County? _____  Library card number: _____________

Preferred contact information: ____________________________

If you represent a group or organization, please provide details here:

The selector in charge of the collection in question will respond to your request within 5 days. Appeals of any decision made will be handled by the library director.

Copies of BCPL’s collection development policy are available at mybcpl.org or at the Reference Desk during library hours.